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Point Processes and Multivariate Extreme Values 
PAUL DEHEUVELS 
UniversitP Paris VI and hole Pratique des Hautes Etudes, Paris, France 
Communicated by M. Iosifescu 
A new model for point processes is developed which assumes that the interarrival 
times are exponentially distributed and follow joint multivariate extreme value 
distributions. It is shown that such processes may arise via natural generating 
procedures, and that, under very weak assumptions, that they can be approximated 
as closely as desired by appropriate finite models. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
There has been considerable recent work in the theory of point processes 
(see Cox and Isham [5]) and yet, there is still not any completely 
satisfactory parametric model available up to now, enabling the achievement 
of a simple statistical analysis of data from such processes, even in the 
stationary case. 
If one considers the interarrival times of a point process, assumed to be an 
infinite stationary sequence ( Yk, --co < k < +co) of positive random 
variables, the problem is to construct families of parametric models, based 
on theoretical grounds, to help achieve statistical inference from finite size 
data as {Y, ,..., YN}. 
To do so, the simplest idea which comes to mind is to assume the { Y,, 
-co < k < +co) to be independent. In the general case, it gives renewal 
processes, whose study has reached a great maturity (see Cox [4]). 
There is, though in many occasions, good reasons for the { Yk, -co < k < 
+a~ } to follow an exponential E(a)*marginal distribution: P(Y, > u) = e-“‘, 
u > 0, a > 0. In the renewal case, this assumption leads to the Poisson 
process, of which there is no need for discussion; in the general case, it can 
be justified by superposition arguments or other natural assumptions (see 
Cinlar 131, Lawrence [ 121). Following that line, we get to the study of 
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stationary sequences of marginally exponentially distributed random 
variables, for which very few good models exist in the dependent case. 
The main idea which seems to have directed recent investigations on the 
subject is that there exists a developed theory to analyse stationary time 
series in the Gaussian case, namely, the Wiener-Kolomogorov spectral 
analysis, leading to finite models of the ARMA type (see Box and Jenkins 
[2]). Unfortunately, if {Z,, k E Z} are i.i.d. random variables, it is rather 
difficult to derive conditions for Y, = Cl=2&Zn-k to be exponentially 
distributed, and it appeared from the start that this was not a satisfactory 
technique for point processes analysis. 
To overcome this, many models have been proposed, based on similarities 
with ARMA processes, among which we could cite the EAR model (Gaver 
and Lewis [9]), the NEAR (Lawrence [ 13]), the PREAR, TEAR, NUAR 
processes (Lawrence and Lewis [ 141). 
In the following, we intend to give a new insight into the question, based 
mostly on recent results achieved in extreme value theory, which will enable 
us to give a precise interpretation of the probabilistic generation of a great 
family of point processes. Before getting to details, a few heuristical remarks 
will be given, to help understand the real nature of the problem. 
The main reason why the Wiener-Kolmogorov analysis of Gaussian time 
series is fully satisfactory in that case comes from the fact that Gaussian 
distributions are stable by linear combinations, which comes in turn from the 
fact that Gaussian distributions are naturally generated as limiting laws of 
normalized sums. Could it be so for exponential distributions? Clearly not, 
because the natural generation of exponential laws is made by taking limit 
distributions of minima and not sums. To be more precise, if {T,, n > 1 } is 
an i.i.d. sequence of positive random variables with a positive density at 0, 
the limiting law of n Min(T, ,..., T,) is exponential. Hence, it seems from that 
point that any logical system for analyzing point processes with exponen- 
tially distributed interarrival times should rely on extreme value theory. 
In the following, we intend to derive the first steps in that direction; we 
shall first show that if a point is a superposition of N independent stationary 
processes, then the joint distribution of its interarrival times is generated by a 
minimal process, and has a multivariate survivor function F of order N (FIIN 
is still a survivor function). From this, we justify the idea that it may be 
natural to assume that the joint distribution of the interarrival times is a 
multivariate extreme value distribution, or more generally a distribution 
function of infinite order (or max-infinite divisible (see Deheuvels [7], 
Balkema and Resnick (I], Pickands [ 171, Galambos [8]). 
In a second part, we study in detail stationary sequences with marginal 
exponential distributions and joint multivariate extreme value distribution. 
We give a decomposition theorem analyzing the structure of such processes 
of which we give two models, the moving minimum MM process, and the 
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continuous moving minimum CMM process. Our main result is that, under a 
very general setting, such processes can be approximated as closely as 
desired by finite models as ri = Min(G,Zi-k, 0 < k < n}, --co < i < +a, 
where a,,,..., 6, are positive, and (Z, , -co < n < +co } is an i.i.d. sequence of 
exponentially distributed random variables, and also that the estimation of 
the distribution of the process can be reduced to the estimation of the 
bivariate law of two successive interarrival times, completely described by a 
particular univariate convex function. 
2. INFINITE SUPERPOSITIONS 
Let us consider, for n = 1, 2 ,..., n independent identically distributed 
stationary point processes P:,..., Pl. If N(e) is a counting function of P;, we 
make the assumption that the rate of the process, p = lim, J,, E ‘E(N(G)), and 
the occurrence parameter, v = lim, lo S-‘P@‘(G) > 0), are equal, which 
implies (see Zitek [ 191, Leadbetter [ 151) that the process is orderly and has 
no multiple occurrence (see Cox and Isham [5, pp. 25-261). We suppose that 
p = v = P,, is finite, and that the Palm distribution of the process is defined by 
X&Y) = lim, lo P(N(0, X) = k 1 N(--6, 0) > 0), k = 0, l,..., giving the survivor 
function of an interarrival time X, with the usual notations P,(X) = 
P(N(x) = k), k = 0, l,..., by the Palm-Khintchine equations, for k = 0, l,..., 
k, = 01, 
P(X>x)=-p-1 (&,(4) = no(x); 
(&,(x)) = -P(dX) - Zk- I(X)). 
Let us now pick randomly a time of arrival z0 of the process obtained by 
superposition of P; ,..., Pi. Without loss of generality, we can assume that 
z,, E P:, and denote by: 
(i) z0 + Uy the first time of arrival following z,, in P;; 
(ii) z,, + Vi the first time of arrival following z0 in Pi, k = 2,..., n. 
The first time of arrival in the superposition of P;,..., Pz is then clearly 
z0 + min(Uy, minzGkGn Vi) = z,, + r,, = zl. We can proceed likewise for z,, 
finding z, + T, as next time of arrival, and so on, with Tj = min(U{, 
min2+,n Vi), and where clearly U’; and Vi,..., Vj, are mutually independent. 
With the preceding notations, it can be deduced from (1) that 
1 -p lx rrO(u) du) 
n-1 
no(x), x > 0. (2) 
0 
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Let us now assume that p and x0(.) are independent of n, n,,(s) being also 
continuous; by (I), lim,10 n,,(t) = 1, so that by (2), 
( .i 
x/n n 
lim P(T>x/n)= lim 1 --p 
n-t* no(u) du ) 
how> n+m 0 
- e-Px 2 x > 0. (3) 
In fact, this can be deduced from the well-known result (see Khintchine 
] 111, Grigelionis [ lo]) that under the preceding conditions, the superposition 
of PO”,..., P; is asymptotically a Poisson process, due to the fact that 
lim ,,+,,n~i(x/n) = px, and that lim,,, n( 1 -po(x/n) -p,(x/n)) = 0. It 
follows that the limiting distribution of (nT,,..., nr,) will be that of 
(n minzsksn Vi,..., n miqsksn VF), since it is true for each component, and 
by the preceding remark, the distribution of (nt + 1)-independent exponen- 
tially E@) distribution random variables. 
If we assume now that no(.)= nr’(.) and p =p, = l/J‘,Im $‘(u)du 
depend on n, if also there exist sequences a, > 0 and b,, n = 1, 2,..., such 
that for an arbitrary x > 0, I&+, zf;l’(a,x + 6,) = 1, and that 
lim n~oD P(T > a,x + b,) = 1 - G(x), where G(.) is a nondegenerate limit 
distribution, then lim,,, np,(a,x + b,) = -log(G(x)), so that lim,,, npnan 
=A exists, G being necessarily an exponential distribution: 
lim P(T > x/rip,) = eex, x > 0. 
“+CC 
Also, np,(x/np,) = n ]i’npn (rcr’(u) - ~\~‘(u)) du - x, since 0 < rein)(n) < 
1 - n?‘(u) < 1, and likewise n(1 -po(x/np,) -~,(x/np,)) + 0, n -+ 00. This 
proves that Grigelionis conditions are satisfied, and that (To,..., r,J converge 
also to independent exponentially distributed random variables. 
Let us now make the assumption that no(u) = e-“‘; it gives 
p = l/J,+O” e-“’ 
Vj 
dt = a, and 1 --p i: no(u) du = e-O”. Accordingly U{ and 
* ,***, Vj, are then identically distributed. If we put Vi = U{, and give, for 
n = 0, l,..., to Wi the signification of the first time of arrival following zj in 
Pz, we obtain that (To ,..., r,,J is identical to (min,,,,, I+‘: ,..., 
mini<,<, IV;), (Wi ,..., W;), k= l,..., n being a sequence of independent m- 
dimensional random vectors with (in general) dependent coordinates, with 
marginal exponential E(a) distributions. 
From this we can deduce: 
THEOREM 1. If a stationary point process with exponentially distributed 
interarrival times can be considered as the superposition of N stationary 
independent identically distributed point processes with exponentially 
distributed interarrival times, then the joint distribution of any set of 
successive interarrival times (To,..., T,,,) is such that (-To,..., -T,,,) has a 
multivariate distribution function of order N. 
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Proof. By definition (see Deheuvels [6], Balkema and Resnick [ 1 I), a 
distribution function F(u, ,..., urn) is of order r > 0, if F”‘(u,,,..., u,,,) is the 
distribution function of a probability measure. 
Remark. A process satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 1 with N= cc 
is infinitely divisible (see Matthes et al. [ 161). In this case, we must have, if 
the interarrival times are exponentially E( 1) distributed, no(u) = e-‘ln, 
p = l/n, pa(x) = e -x’n, 2(1 -pO(x))-x=2(1 -e-“‘“)-x/n<p,(x)< 
1 -t),(x), so that, for x > 0 fixed, npi(x)- 1, pi(x) - 1 -p&x), n&(x) + 0, 
meaning, by Grigelionis [lo] result, that the process must be Poisson. For 
finite N it is not necessarily the case, and indeed the theorem hints that it 
should be natural for general infinitely divisible processes to be such that the 
finite dimensional distributions of interarrival times multiplied by (- 1) are of 
infinite order (or max-infinitely divisible). 
3. STATIONARY SEQUENCES WITH EXPONENTIAL MARGINS 
If (IV,,..., IV,) is a random vector with distribution function F(w,,,..., w,) 
and marginal distribution functions F,(wi), 0 < i < m, the dependence 
function D (or copula) of F is defined for each set of points We,..., MJ,,, by 
Wo(wo),.... F,(w,)) = F(Y, ,...> w,,J 
We shall say that W= (W,,..., W,) has a multivariate extreme value 
distribution for maxima, or equivalently that -W = (-W,,..., - W,,,) has a 
multivariate extreme value for minima, if W has a multivariate extreme value 
distribution, or equivalently (see Galambos [8, pp. 244-274]), if for an 
arbitrary r > 0, D’(ui” ,..., ~2) = D(u, ,..., u,), and if F, ,,.., F, follow 
extreme value distributions. 
The structure of multivariate extreme value distributions has been 
investigated in [6, 71 yielding the following representation for the dependence 








xi Max(ug 1% uij> &k:i,.....ik(u)  1 (4) Sk:i,,....ik 
where pk;i,....,ik is a positive measure on the simplex Skti ,,.,,, ik = ((u. ,..., u,); 
vil + *.. + uik= 1, vij > O, j = l,..., k, U[ = 0, z6? (i, ,..., ik}}, for 
k = 2 ,..., m + 1, and 0 < i, < ..’ < i, < m. 
To get examples of nontrivial multivariate extreme value distribution 
functions with a dependence function of the form (4), we shall assume in the 
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following that {Z,, -oo < k < +co} is an i.i.d. sequence of exponentially 
E(1) distributed random variables, and consider m + 1 sequences taking 
values in ]C, +co]: {a:, --co < k < +co}, i=O ,..., m, such that, with the 
notation l/co = 0, Ctz--m l/a: = 1, for i = 0 ,..., m. 
If we put Ti = min{aiZ-,, -co < k < +a~}, i = 0 ,..., m, then 
P(T, > uo,..., T,,, > u,)=exp - 
Ui > Of i = O,..., m. (5) 
We get therefore easily the dependence function D of (-To,..., -T,,,) by 
D(u 4 0 ,***, 
= P(-T,, < log Us,..., -T,,, < log u,J 
= u. a*. 24, exp (Ym (So (3) - oy& (Y)) 
(6) 
In (61, the maSure pk;il,...,ik is the sum of Dirac measures with weights 
C,“=, l/a; at the points (u. ,..., u,J E Sk;i ,,.,,, ik, where uij = l/a$C:=i l/a:, 
j = I,..., k. A remarkable feature in (6) is that, by a reciprocal argument, if 
(v 0 ,*-., ‘m> E Sk;il ,..., ik - ask:il ,..., ik (where &4 stands for the boundary of A), 
and C > 0 is arbitrary, we can always chose ai= l/Cuij,j = l,..., k, yielding 
by the preceding formula a Dirac measure with weight C at (uo,..., u,,J. By 
[7, Theorem (2.3)] and, using the fact that any Radon measure on Sk;i,,,..,iK 
can be considered as the weak limit of a sequence of finite sums of weighted 
Dirac measures, we get: 
THEOREM 2. Zf (To,..., T,,,) follows a joint multivariate extreme value 
distribution for minima with exponentially E(1) distributed margins, then 
there exist m + 1 sequences {a:(n), --a~ < k < +a~ } depending on 
n = 1, 2,..., of positive numbers, such that, if T,(n)= min(aL(n)Z-,, 
--oo < k < +cr, }, i = 0 ,..., m, then (T,(n) ,..., T,,,(n)) converges in distribution 
to (To,..., T,)asn+co. 
A consequence of this theorem is 
COROLLARY 1. Let (To,..., T,,,) follow a multivariate extreme value 
distribution for minima with exponentially distributed margins if and only if 
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there exists a positive measure ,u on the simplex S,, , = ( (v~,..., v,); 
vo + a’. + v, = 1, vi > 0, i = 0 ,..., m}, such that: 
P(T, > uo,..., T,,, > u,) = exp (7) 
Remark. Representation (7) is due to Pickands (see [17]). We would 
add here that the remark in Deheuvels [6] regarding the relation between (4) 
and (7) was due to an oversight. As shown here, the two representations may 
be proved to be equivalent. 
We shall make use of Lemmas 1 and 2. 
LEMMA 1. If Ti = min{aiZ,, --03 < k < +a~ }, i = 0 ,..., m, then there 
exist m + 1 positive sequences {&, --co < k < +a~}, i = O,..., m, such that, I$ 
Si = min(&Z,, --CL) ( k < +a~), (To ,..., T,,,) and (So ,..., S,) are identical in 
distribution, and the points {(l/&,)/~‘!!. l/pj,, i = O,..., m}, --oo < n < foe, 
are all distinct (excluding the case O/O). 
Proof If we have ( l/a~)/Cj’!!o I/$, = ( l/ai)/CjYO l/a; for i = O,..., m, it 
means that there exists A such that a; = Aa:, i = O,..., m. It gives, then Ti = 
min{aL min(Z,, AZ,), min,+,,,(aLZ,)}; the rest follows likewise by 
induction. 
LEMMA 2. If Tl = min( a i,rZkr --CL) < k < +a~}, r = 1,2, i = 0 ,..., m, if 
for a fixed r= 1 or 2, the points {(l/ah,,)/C~!o l/a:,,, i= O,...,m), 
--co < n < +a~, are distinct, and if (Ti ,..., Tj,,) and (Ti ,..., Ti) are identical 
in distribution, then, there exists a bijective mapping of L into itself, such 
that a:., = af.Ckj,Z for all k and i = O,..., m. 
Proof It suffices by (4) to see that two extreme value distributions are 
identical if and only if they have identical margins, and if the measures 
P~,~,,,,.,~, given in (4) are identical in both cases. 
We now study the case when To, T, ,..., defines a stationary sequence. 
THEOREM 3. If Ti = min{aiZ,, --co < k < + co }, defines for i = 0, l,..., 
a stationary sequence, tffor any i = 0, l,..., the points {a:, ---co < k < +a~ } 
are distinct, and tf there exists a sequence 1 < m, < m2 < . . . , increasing to 
infinity and such that tf m = mk, k > 1, the points { (l/ai)/Cj”, o aj,, 
i = O,..., m), --a~ ( n < +oo are distinct, then there exists a bijective 
mapping k + v(k) of Z into itself, such that, for any i > 0 and k, a: = aEiCk,. 
Proof: Let Ti = min(a:Z_,, -co < k < +a, 1 be a stationary sequence. 
Let us assume by Lemma 1, that the points (l/a$)/C:= , l/a:, j = I,..., k are 
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all distinct for -co < n < +co; since the sequence is stationary, by 
Lemma 2, (r,, ,.... T,) and (T, ,..., T,,, ) being identically distributed, there 
exists a l-l mapping k + v,,,(k) such that, for i = O,..., m, and an arbitrary k, 
i+l 
;:I, a”,,,(k) - Let us now assume that, for an arbitrary i, the 
-co < k < +co} are all distinct. Under this assumption, it is clear that 
the mapping k -+ v,,,(k) is unique. But it can be seen then that v,,,(k) = 
v,+ ,(k), so that, by letting m increase to infinity, we can see that v, = v is 
independent of m, and such that, for any i and k, ai = a:,tk!,, and hence, that 
a: = a”. 
r,‘(k). 
THEOREM 4. If k + v(k) is a bijective mapping of Z into itself, and if 
Iak3 --co < k < +oo ) is a sequence of numbers taking values in IO, +oo ] and 
such that Cl=-“_, l/a, < fco, then Ti = min{a,,i,k,Zk, --oo < k < +a~} = 
min(akZ,-itk), --03 < k < +a~) defines for --oo < i < +oo a stationary 
sequence with finite dimensional multivariate extreme value distributions for 
minima. 
Proof The proof is straightforward. 
Let us now put p N q iff there exists i E Z, such that p = v’(q); clearly, it 
defines on iz a partition in subclasses of equivalence. By Theorem 3, we get 
easily. 
THEOREM 5. f: k -+ v(k) is a bijective mapping of Z into itself. and if 
Ti = min(a,io,Zk, --03 < k < +co}, where ,YJl=?, l/a, < +a~, then there 
exists a decomposition of Ti = min(R,, S,), -co < i < +co, where 
Ri=mjF{mmin{pI,Ui_k, --03 <k < +a}}, 
Si = n$(min(y: Viek, 0 < k <N,}), 03) 
where {Uf,--oo<i<+co,lEZ) and {V:=Vi+mN,, --co<m<+a~, 
0 ,< i < N, ( +oo, 1 E F} are independent sequences of i.i.d. exponentially 
E(1) distributed random variables, y: > 0 for 1 E F and 0 < k < N,, pi > 0 
forlEIand--oo <k<+oo. 
Proof. It is enough to reorder the (Z,) according to the subclasses of 
equivalence previously defined. 
Clearly, I and F are at most denumerable, and one of them is possibly 
void. Any component min(& Uiek, --a, <k<+oo} for 1EZ may be 
qualified of nonpredictible, while min{yk VI-k, 0 < k <N,} for 1 E F may be 
called a periodic component. 
By the preceding results, it is clear that the standard case for the 
stationary sequences we have discussed is given in 
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DEFINITION 1. If {S,, --co < k < +co} is a positive sequence of possibly 
infinite numbers, and if (Z,, -co < k < +oo ) is a sequence of independent 
exponentially E( 1) distributed random variables, the moving minimum MM 
corresponding process is 
Ti = min{akZiek, ---CO < k < +cQ}, --co<i<+c0. (9) 
COROLLARY 2. Zf (Ti, --00 < i < +m} is an MM process defined by (9), 
and tfC,‘=“-- l/S, = 6, then it defines a stationary sequence of exponentially 
E(6) distributed random variables, such that for any m > 0, the distribution 
of V,,,..., T,) is a multivariate extreme value distribution for minima given 
b1 tee, 
P(T,, > t+,,..., T, > u,,,) =exp - L’ max , F,...,? 
k k+m 
Ui > 0, i = l,..., m. (10) 
The following Theorem shows that if Ti is defined by (9), there exists 
almost surely for each i an index k(i) such that Ti = BkcilZimkci,. 
THEOREM 6. Zf { Ti, ---co < i < +co } is a MM process defined by 
Ti = min(6kZi-k, --co < k < +a~}, where C,‘=“_, l/S, < +a~, then for each 
i, lim k+a, dkZipk = +a3 as. 
Proof By Borel-Cantelli first lemma, ClzYoc P(6kZi-k < a) = 
~k+=oo-oo (1 - emalsk) < co. 
Let us now consider the particular case when 
Ti = min{6kZi-k, k > 0). (11) 
If Ti = BkZiPk, it means, in particular, that Ziek < Zi-k+j(8k-j/Sk)r 
j = 0, I,..., k; hence, if we assume that 6, < 6, < . .. is nondecreasing, it 
follows that Zi-k = min(Z,, Zip I ,..., Ziek). 
LEMMA 3. Zf (ok, k > 0) is a positive, nondecreasing sequence, then 
T,=min(~,Z,~,,k>0}=min(6,min(Zi,Zi _,,..., Zidk),k>O}. (12) 
THEOREM 7. Zf Ti = min{b, min(Zi, Zip ,,..., Zi-k)r k > O}, --a~ < i < 
$00, where {a,, k > 0) is a positive sequence, then ( Ti, --co < i < -i-co ) is 
an MM process, Ti = min(dkZimk, k > O), with A, = min(8,i,j> k}, k > 0. 
Proof. The proof is straightforward. 
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If YF’ = min(Z,, ZiWl ,..., Zi-J, k = 0, l,..., it can be verified (see 
Galambos [8, pp. 304-3 111) that mY$ converges toward a limiting 
extremal process {e”‘(t) t > 0) as m T co. The finite dimensional 
distributions of this process are given for t, = 0 < t, < a.. < t, and 
u, ,.*-, u, > 0 by P(e”‘(t,) > u, ,..., eci)(tp) > up) = exp(- xi=, (tk - tkp ,) 
max(uk5 uk+ I ,..., u,)); by a continuous analogue to (1 l), we get 
LEMMA 4. If {A(t), t > O} is a nondecreasing positive function such that 
J’Ja‘ dt/A(t) = A, then P(max{A(t) e”)(t), t >.O} = e-Au, u > 0. 
Proof If c = max{A(t) e”‘(t), t > O), P(r > u) is the limit of the prob- 
abilities P(A(t ) e”‘(t ) > u ,..., A(&) e”‘(t) > u) = exp(- ckp= 1 u(tk - t& I)/ 
A(t,)) when 1, 1 b, t, T ‘co, sup, It, - fk-, 1 1 0, which gives the result by the 
convergence of Riemann sums to integrals. 
LEMMA 5. Zf (e,(t), t > 0}, and {e,(t), t > 0) are two independent 
extremal processes such that for t =0 < t, < . . . ( t,, P(ei(t,) > 
U, ,..., ei(t,,) > up) = exp(- xi= I (tk - tkp i) max(u, ,..., u,)), i = 1, 2, then the 
process {e,(t), t > O}, defined as e,(t)=e,(t) when 0 < t <A, e,(t)= 
min(e,(A), e,(t -A)) when t > A, is identical in distribution to (ei(t), t > 0). 
i= 1,2. 
Proof Let tO=O<t,<...<t,=A<...<t,; then W&J > 
u1 1..., e&J > up> = P(el(t,> > u, ,..., e,(t,> > uq) P(e&,+, - f4) > uq+, ,..., 
ep(tp - tq) > uq) = exp(- xi= 1 (tk - tk- I) uk), if u, > uz > “’ > u, > 0. 
THEOREM 8. If (ei(t), t > O}, i= 0, l,..., is a sequence of independent 
extremal processes such that for t = 0 < t, < . Se < tp, i = 0, l,..., P(ei(t,) > 
u, ,..., ei(tP) > up) = exp(- Ckp= I (tk - t,- r) max(u, ,..., up)), zfA > 0 is given, 
and if, for i = 1, 2 ,..., J(t) = eiP ,(t) for 0 < t <A, fi(t) = min(e,- ,(A), f;.(t)) 
for t > A, e,(t) =fo(t) for t > 0, if also {A(t), t > 0} is a nondecreasing 
positive function such that I‘,‘” dt/A(t) = A E 10, +a~ [, then the sequence 
defined by Ti = min(A(t)f.(t), t > O}, n = 1, 2,..., is defined w.p. 1, stationary 
and with exponentially E(A) distributed margins. Furthermore any finite 
dimensional distribution of (T, ,..., T,,,) is a multivariate extreme value 
distribution for minima. 
Proof As in (lo), we get 
P(T,, > uO,..., T,,,>u,)=exp (-J:Irnax ($,...,A(IpM,) dt), 
k = O,..., m. (13) 
In this formula, A(t) = 0 for t < 0, and u/O = +co. 
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DEFINITION 2. The process { Ti, -co < i < +co } defined as in Theorem 
7, with finite dimensional distributions defined by (13) will be called a 
continuous moving minimum CMM process. 
4. BIVARIATE CHARACTERIZATIONS 
Let Ti = min{6kZ,-k, -co < k < +a,}, -co < i < +co be a moving 
minimum MM stationary process; we define the structure function of the 
process by 
Y(t) = +F max 
k=i* (&y~ t >O* 
LEMMA 6. If the (a,, -ox <k < +m) and if the (6,+,/s,, 
--03 ( k < +oo) are all distinct, then, the structure function defines 
completely and in unique way the sequence {S,, --oc) < k < +co } and hence, 
the distribution of the process. 
ProoJ Clearly, Y possesses right derivatives, continuous everywhere 
except at the points v = 6,+ i/6,, with Y’(v + 0) = CkEStuJ (l/S,+ i), where 
S(v)= {k;6,+,/6,<v}. Hence, l/aktl represents the jump of Y’(u + 0) at 
the point v = a,+ ,/6,, and the knowledge of v and of the corresponding jump 
fixes simultaneously 6, and 6, + i . The conclusion follows. 
Remark 1. In general, a stationary process given as in (8) by 
ri = min,,,(min{6~Uf_,, --cx) < k < +uo} cannot be reduced to Ti = 
min{6kZ,-,, -co < k < fco); in fact, if we assume that all component 
processes for 1 E Z satisfy the hypothesis of Lemma 6, we get easily a con- 
tradiction. 
Remark 2. A stationary process defined as in (8) by Ti = 
mm,,, min(d:Uf-,, --oo < k < +co}, and such that all component processes 
for /E Z satisfy the hypothesis of Lemma 6 and are such that the 
{SL, --03 < k < fco, ZE Z} and {S:+,/SL, -co < k < fco, ZE I) are distinct 
will also be completely characterized by the bivariate laws of (T,, T,). 
The question of generalizing this result is natural. It will be solved in the 
following. 
We shall consider here a general stationary sequence { Ti, --oo < i < +oo ), 
with exponential margins and multivariate extreme value joint distributions 
such that (7) holds: 
P(T,, > Us,..., max (uivi) dp,(v) 
s,,, O<i<m (15) 
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Here ,LL,,, is a measure on the simplex S,, 1; if n > m, it induces a measure 
lu m,n on sn, 1 by the identity 
P(T, > uo,..., T,,, > u,,,) = exp m-ix (“jvj) &,.,(VO,..., V,) 
If (uo,..., urn) E S,, 1, then (v, ,..., v,, 0 ,..,, 0) E S,, ,; hence we can 
consider S, + , as a subset of S,, , . Under these circumstances, P,,,~ can be 
considered as the measure: A E S,, , -+p,(A n S,, ,). This gives a 
justification for the notation d~m,n(~o,...r v,). 
DEFINITION 3. The sequence {Ti,-CC <i < +uo} is said to be R(p) 
regular (p > 2) if, for any q >p, the following identity holds: 
= max ( max 
O<k<q-p k<i<k+p-1 
@i%> dFp- I.q- &b”-, uk+g- I)). (16) 
As an example, let us take the case of the process Ti = min{bkZi- k, 
-co < k < +oo}; if we assume that the points {6,} and {Sk/S,, k # 1} are all 
distinct, then, it can be seen that (16) amounts to (for any k): 
max (k<iT/?D-I (e))’ ‘17) OSkSq P 
In general, (17) is not equivalent to (16), the latter being true in all cases. 
For instance, if To and T, are independent (bivariate independence), and in 
the case of R(2)-regularity, Wo > u, T, > Y) = exp(--u - u) = 
exp(-max(u, 0) - max(O, u)); hence, by (16), for any q> 2, P(T, > 
u,..., T q-, > v) = exp(-u - .a. - v), and the only possible case is then 
obtained for an i.i.d. sequence (6, = 1, 6, = +co for k z 0). A similar 
argument can show that the process T= min(Zi, Zi-q+z} is R(q) regular but 
not R(q - 1) regular if q > 3. 
THEOREM 9. If (To,..., T,,,) is a finite stationary sequence with 
exponential margins and joint extreme value distributions for minima, then, 
it is possible to imbed this sequence in a stationary R (m $ 1 )-regular process. 
Proof: It is enough to prove that, for any 2 <p < q, (16) defines a 
positive measure pq-, from the knowledge of pup-, ,q~, . If one considers the 
measure i~t;~-,,~-~ defined on the simplex S, by 
@+!,ok<i$Yp-I 
(Ui’Ji) @(VI bp- I,q- L(vk’“*~ ‘ktp- I), 
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then, it is clear by Riesz’s theorem that ,u”;~-, = SU~,,~~~,,-~,U~;~_,,~~, is a 
positive measure. The proof follows as in [7, (2.9)]. 
Remark 1. As we have seen, the imbedding is defined by (16) in a 
unique way. 
Remark 2. If we assume that in (16) dp,_ I Q dv, where, for instance, dv 
is the Lebesgue measure (on S,- ,), (16) can be written in term of densities 
as: 
with straightforward notations. 
Remark 3. The kind of extension we have discussed could be achieved 
likewise for processes with joint distribution functions of the infinite order 
(or max-infinitely divisible) type (see [7]). If we take, for instance, a 
bivariate normal distribution (Y,, Y,) with N(0, 1) margins and coefficient of 
correlation p, it is well known that a stationary extension with 
Cov(Y,,, Y,,) = p for each n # 0 is possible if 0 < p < 1. This is precisely (see 
[ 7, Theorem (1.4)]) a necessary and sufficient condition for the dependence 
function of (Y,, Y,) to be of infinite order. 
LEMMA 7. Any sequence of theform Ti = min(6,Z,-,,<k < +ao}, where 
all the {S,) and the {6,/S,} are distinct is R(2) regular. 
Proof: The proof follows from (17). 
Let us now take Ti = min{6kZ,_k, --00 <k < +oo}, and its structure 
function Y(t) = Ck+yrn max(1/6,, t/dk+ ,); clearly, P(T, > u, T, > tl) = 
exp(-uY(u/u)), and P(log( l/T,) > s, log(l/T,) > t) = exp(-(e-” + em’) 
O(s - t)), where B(x) = (1 + e”))’ Y(eX). We assume that Y(0) = 
ct=q l/S, = 1, so that e(x) is a dependence function in the sense of Tiago de 
Oliveira (see [ 18, p. 3501). 
In general. Tiago de Oliveira’s necessary and sufficient conditions for (.) 
to be a dependence function (see [8, 5.4.29-32]), written in term of Y(t) = 
(1 + t) B(log t), show that we must have: 
max(t. 1) < Y(t) < 1 + t, t > 0, Y(t) nondecreasing, 
Y(t)/t nonincreasing, For any 0 < u < v, O<s<t, 
(18) 
The case of independence of TO and T, occurs when Y(t) = t + 1, while 
the case of complete dependence occurs when Y(t) = max(t, 1). 
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LEMMA 8. The structure function Y, defined by (14), of an MM process 
is convex on [0, +oo [. 
Proof The proof is straightforward by (14). 
THEOREM 10. Any function {Y(t), t > 0}, convex on [O, sco [, and such 
that max(t, 1) < Y(t) < 1 + t, is associated to a dependence function in Tiago 
de Oliveira’s sense (i.e., satisfies (18)), and conversely. 
Proof: The first three conditions of (18) are trivial if Y is convex; the 
fourth amounts to (Y(s/v) - Y(s/u))/s( l/v) - (l/u)) < (Y(t/v) - Y(t/u))/ 
t((llv) - (l/u)): and it is known that a function Y is convex if and only if 
W(x) - Yu(Y))/(X -Y> is an increasing function of x and y (see also [ 17, 
Theorem 3.1 I). 
THEOREM 11. If ( Ti, --co < i < fco } is a stationary sequence with 
marginal exponential E( 1) distributions, and with finite dimensional 
distributions being multivariate extreme value distributions for minima, if 
also the sequence is R(2) regular and that P(T, > u, T, > u) = 
exp(-uY(v/u)), u, v > 0, where Y is a convex function on [O, $03 [, then 
there exists a sequence (6,(n), 0 < k < n) of positive numbers such that, for 
n = 1, 2,..., CL0 l/&(n) = 1, and, if T,(n) = min(a,(n) ZiPk, 0 < k < n}, 
--03 < i < +co, the process (T,(n), --oo < i < +oo ) converges in distribution 
to { Ti, --oo < i < +cx, ) when n T SCO. 
Proof: It suffices to show that if Y,(t) = Ci:i max(l/d,(n), 
t/S,+ ,(n)) + (t/o,(n)) + (l/J,(n)), then, it is possible to chose (o,(n), 
0 <k < n} such that lim,,,(Y, - Y) = 0. By a reordering of the (6,(n)). it 
can be seen easily that Y,,(t) = max,,ic,,(t CL,,p,(n) + Cizipk(n)), where 
(p,(n), 0 < k < n) are globally equal to (1/6,(n), 0 < k < n). and hence, 
such that CzzOpk(n) = 1. Conversely, any choice of positive (p,Jn), 
0 <k< n} such that Ct=,p,(n)= 1 yields the corresponding (6,(n), 
0 ,< k < n). It suffices then to use the classical fact that a convex function is 
the limit of piecewise linear convex functions to obtain the result. 
5. APPLICATIONS AND COMMENTS 
By the preceding arguments, it can be seen that an arbitrary R(2)-regular 
stationary sequence with exponential marginals and joint extreme value 
distributions for minima can be approximated as closely as necessary by 
finite size moving minima MM models. The statistical inference for such 
processes summarizes itself in the estimation of the convex structure function 
Y of the process, or, in other terms, in estimating the bivariate extreme value 
distribution of two successive terms in the sequence. 
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The problem of estimation in bivariate extreme value models has been 
extensively investigated (in terms of dependence functions of Tiago de 
Oliveira) by Tiago de Oliveira ([ 181). Other approaches may be found in 
Pickands [ 171 or Deheuvels [7]. 
A defect of the moving minima MM models is that (even though it can be 
highly unlikely, and unnoticeable in practice for high degree models) there is 
a nonzero probability that two couples of elements of the sequence take the 
same ratio. A continuous moving minima CMM model as given in theorem 7 
does not have this disadvantage. On the converse, CMM models seem to be 
much harder to manipulate that MM models. 
The natural application for point processes is to use such models for 
estimation by considering the successive interarrival times and using thenm 
to estimate Y. 
Most problems in that field are unsolved. What happens to R(p) models is 
also a problem open for developments. 
Historically, multivariate extreme value distributions were first considered 
with Gumbel margins (see [ 18]), then by the use of dependence functions, 
with reduced uniform margins (see [ 71). It was the merit of Pickands [ 171 to 
consider the case of exponential margins. Our work originated from this 
idea. 
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